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In response to many published studies associating smoking

with various diseases a great issue has been made of cause

and effect relationships. Some might say thatthe cigarette

industry has led the anti-smoking people •up'the garden path'

by emphasising so much the issue of causality. Scientific proo.

of course, is not, should not be and never has been the proper

basis for legal and political action on social issues. A

demand for scientific proof is aiways a rormula for inac'..zr.

and delay and usually the first reaction of the guilty. The

p_ : rr r ba:,i s fo: such d e ci si cns is, of co::rse, qu:ta aimpl;;

that which is reasonable in the circumstances. Neverthelless

many have been misled into sincere concern with " scientific

aroo:'•and the issue of cPusality has been enlarged to engage

a great deal of attention. The question is a good deal more

general than that of smoking. For example •scientific proof•

is sometimes demanded with respect to tetraethyl lead or to

..the ozone layer. It is therefor well worthwhile to examine

further the smoking question.

Ironicall y the position of the tobacco companies is

dominated by legal considerations. In the end companies wish

to dispute that their products have caused injury to litigants.

By repudiation of any causal role for eigarette smoking in

general lawyers hope to cut off any claim for liability

without further consideration of the specificcause in the

particular case. I tmay be that this "belt and braces`apprcr.ch

is an unnecessary Luxury for the tobacco comaanies nev:r.heless

its adoption has led the idustry into the position of rejecti_W

in total any possibility of any causal relationshio between
t.'': S'v- / r %

smoking and disease. This a3akes it very difficult for/^the

idustry to discuss safety evaluation, product'safety, warnings

and claims and even to collaborate in research. While vigorously

trying to get their cigarettes endorsed as safer or seen to be

safer or even to make them safer, companies strenuously deny
the need to do so. The indus-try has publicly retreated

behind impossible, perhaps ridiculous, demands for what in

their public relations is called • scientific proofw. The
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position of the i..dustry might call for some syapathy, on the

other hand there is a great deal more against'smoking than the

epidemiological evidence. However this note is concerned only

with the epidemiological evidence and particularly with

whether that evidence alone can say more to the scientist

than merely to indicate a cruse for concern.

In 1964 the first report of the U.S.A. Surgeon General•s

Advisory Co-anittee dealt with the question of;the zPusal

significance of an association in some depth. It was

suggested thFt this is a matter of judgaent and that a number

of criteria should be used no one alone of which would be

sufficient in itself for such a jud8aent to be made. These

criteria included the consistency, strength, specificity,

coherence and temporal relationship of the association. The

Coaeaitttee made assessments of various associations and used

various terms to chgu'acterise their assessments -•factor",

"determinant", and *cause*. By "factor" they ss;eant a souce of

variation but not necessarily a cause. Further several factors

may coexist but one may play a" determinant" role. The word

"cause" was used to convey the notion of a sigx,ificant, •eft'ectual"

relationship between an agent Pnd pn associated disorder in

the host and it was specifically stFted that no member used

'cause" in an absolute sense. Of course, all the members

accepted that biological processes involve saultiple causes.

But the end result is not particularly clear. They were

obviously worried by some remote absolute meaning of cause

which they felt is different from common usage.• They chose to

u°e the word cause in order "t? P-f'Fi--- :::Cir

that smoking cigarettes causes disease. In the massive

aui;Aori iati`vR-Su'rgeon Generals Report on Snoking and Heaith,

fifteen years later, in 1979 the question of causality is

not mentioned and presumably has ceased to be an issue as far

as the Surgeon General is concerned.

Clearly the 1964 committee had difficulty with the concept

of ceusElity. The difficulties many experience in this

connection are probably due, whether we realiseit or not,

to the influence of various philosophers in the tests we

almost instinctively Fpply. The tests bequeathed to us by _

J.S.Kill + in particular must make him one of the most

influential. Briefly these require both sufficiency and
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necessity to demc trate a cause and maybe thi. .s what r:

the committee had in mind as •ahsolute• cause.hD^ill did not

claim his tests as proof but was concerned to establish ^--►^- j

inductive methods to be used by scientists as an independent

check on observation. However the tests of sufficiency and Y•%^-^

necessity can only apply to the very simplest. :f systemsr
^`Z4,e

mechanistic systems-whereas the complex systems with which

epidemiology is concerned require a urobabilistic apuroach.

Xill was aware of multi-causal situations but was imprisoned

in the logical structure of the science of his,time when it

was assumed that every effect must have a cause end that if

sufficient d2ta were established for a system then the Suicure

of that system could be predicted with certainty. Within

appropriate limits this concept is still validrand useful

and science and engineering demonstrate clearly the natur+e of

these limits. The trouble is that the mechanistic concept

appears to dominate both the popular and legal views without

any awareness of the limitations. Although in law the

extensio..n of contributory negligence has incre;asingly

underlined the usualness of multiple causes neverthless the

dominating concept is mechanistic - there is an underlying

assumption that geven the facts of a situation the results

are predictable. calculable and legally apportionable. As

for as smokers are concerned the populPr view Pllows the most

dependent to rationalise their inability to choose not to

smoke by invoking irrelevant tests for causality.

In 1958 Julian Huxley wrote The conclusion to be

drawn from theevidence is definite ; increased smoking

increases the probability of developing lung cancer.

Unfortunately the significance of such a statement is r.,t

clear to many people. Obsessed by the qaive idea of finding

a single cause for every effect, they shake their heads and

say that the evidence is only statistical, as if that

invalidated it. In point of fact every scientific law is

statistical, and all thefphysicists can tell us'about

electrons is the probability of their occupyingyany particular

position-. Thus he began to spell out a probabilistic view

of causality, a view based on twentieth century acience and
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S/d this is now being developed in several quarters. The laws

of probability are about targe numbers end for complex systems

involvjng large numbers eiperimentally established relationships

such as those established by epidemiological methods may be

of use to predict the behaviour of a popuZPtion with accurzcy.
Evidence about sufficiency or necessity with respect to individual

members of the populationlis quite irrelevant to the measured

behaviour of the population 3ust as evidence about che population
tells us nothing definite about a particular individual member.

There are many properties of systems which tell us nothing

about ir.aiiiduai mem5ers. for example temparaturP, entra;,y.

disease statistics and 'information' as used in communication

theory. Temperature tells us something. say, about the $

path for a gaseous system but it tells us nothing about kt^e

behaviour of a particulPr mnlecule if we could`catch one and tag it.

Entropy measures the displacement of P system from thermo4'ynamic

equilibrium or, in comreunication theory, uncertainty associated

with statistical descriptions of the system. Eritropy and information

are thus measures of the degree of organisationof systems

a, gain in entropy is a loss of information. 8ut; these are

characteristics of the system; questions Pbout the degree of

orgPnisation of a system can be answered by reference to the

relPtions or interactions of members or some such property of

the system; reference to an isolated member would be irrelevant.

Thus the argument that since there are heavy smohers who do

nothave lung cancer ( and, of course, the majority do not)

and because there are some rare cases of non-smokers who do

r.ave iung cancer then smoking does not cause lung cancer, is

totzlly fallacious. Fromall the evidence that smoking is a

factor in multiple correlations and is strongly associated with

some diseases then after meticulous experimentation by selecting

otherwise comparable populaiions the claim thatsmohing causeis

some diseases ( i.e. causes the incidence of the diseases in

the population to increase) may well be proven. If it can be
reliably predicted that if smoking is decreased in a population
that the incidence of this or that disease will be decreased then
the decrease demonstrates the causal relationship. Thus for
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male smokers in the U.b. , the II. S. A. , and several otr_er countries

from the epidemiological evidence Plone it can be concluded that

smoking cigarettes causes lung cancer and some other respiratory

diseases.

To reach a valid conclusion about a specific individual case

the special circumstances would have to be ta1c: en into account. These

would include sex, age, social background, genetic constitution,

abnormal genotype or phenotype,erposure to other agents and possibly

a host of other factors. Even for smoking where there has been a

vast amount of expert investigation, at present epidemiology does

not lead us to lrnow or to calculatp the probability that the hab= t

will in fact cause any prxticular disease in any particular indiv+dual

or whether by giving up the habit he or she will avoid smoking related

diseases. However the case Pgainst smoking does not rest on

epidemiology alone and if all the evidence is considered it aust

be concluded that smoking involves considerable risk ( i.e. makes
it much more probable that an individual will suffer from certain

disePses) and it is up to the individuzl, if he is able, to m-rke
a value judg^aent whether to accept the risk. Likewise for social

risks and on behalf of those unable to make judgments such as
children and addicted smokers,the social apparatus must be used

tolexercise value judgments on the acceptability of the risks.
In general, with respecSrtRyrigpi&uel T^4#efffb&Vs^8RJIduence

to involve risk of diseasei.,..the proper basis for decision either

at the personal or social level is one of jud Baent of what is

reasonable in the circumstances. Scientific 'proof• is unlikely

0 to provide a satisfactory basis for decision - its establishment

•,q„ally be do? ayed untill overt%_ker. by events. As us_l aaa_ao -

put it -science is an intellectual resuzae of past experience and

a mer_tsi 'sa].ranci.ng of the probability of future experience

^
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Footnote:

+ J. S.Kill:
If two or more instances of the pehnoamenon under investigation

have only one circumstance in comrnon..... this is a cPuse.
If eninstance in which the phenomenon occurs land an instance

in which it does not occur have every circumstance in coaamon

but one, that one only occuring in the =ozmer, this one

differing circumstance is the cc'use.... ( or,an indispensible

part of it ) .

If two or more instances in which the phenomenon occurs have

only one circumstance in common, while two or`more instances

in whi^^i it does not oc:ur have nothing in common ( save the

absence of that circumstance) the circumstance in which alone

the two sets of instances differ is the cause.

++ Karl Pearson •Gr2maaar of Science• Everyman `Edition p.199

Dr Green has been interested in smoking and di.sease for over

thirty years end has recently retired from directing research

for the last tv^hty years in the tobacco industry. He is now

concerned with the general field of safety and' ri sk. a=Xt's

He has degrees in science and laws.
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